The author attempts to show how modern concepts of space and time, the original principles laid by Immanuel Kant, help take a fresh look at traditional philosophical problems of the material and the ideal, the nature of consciousness, the ratio of sensual and rational in cognition. The author also draws a parallel between the philosophical views of I. Kant and L. Wittgenstein. 
humankind in the world is also a result of some SPP. One should also note that the emergence of life and the humankind caused weakening of physical dynamics (determinism). Voluntariness (freedom) manifested itself in the macroworld; however, it happened to be just as specific for the microworld (indefiniteness).
The so-called "sense analysis" means an attempt to determine what the author implies by this or that notion. Consider that the sense (=meaning) is assigned arbitrarily, referring to one's own individual feelings, experience, sensations.
Concentration on individual
experience was the origin of existentialism.
Such experience begins gaining social value, but considering that it belongs to an individual, the equal value is obtained by the individual as well.
Behind the notion there stands a theory describing and explaining reality. For example, the notion of "gravity" may imply "gravity force"
or "curved space". The first notion was introduced by Isaac Newton earlier than the second one, which was introduced later by Albert Einstein.
The second one is considered to be more accurate.
Therefore, the notion of "gravity" itself refers to the theory introduced by a scientist, not to his personal experience. Researching the notion of "gravity" is useless; it is necessary to study the theory behind it, and then reality itself which stands behind the theory (the area described by the theory).
In the context of everything said above, let us consider the notion of "space" popular in science and everyday life.
The notion of "space":
application in physical and social science Notions adopted from physics are not always efficiently applied to humanitarian issues. At least such application does not always lead to the result expected by the author. However, the structure of our language and the rules of our speech do not forbid such experiments. Speaking of the positive effects, they allow expressing the specific details which cannot be conveyed by the existing terminological system of humanitarian science.
While the negative effect is the breach of the rule genially formulated by the Medieval nominalist To conclude, it is the social, i.e. the society and everything that happens within society, which needs to be researched, not the volume the society occupies. The same is true for the so- To clarify, let us make a mental experiment and imagine a dialogue between two great thinkers.
Wittgenstein (statement):
Meaning of a notion is determined by its use.
Plato (statement):
A real Therefore, saying that thought is ideal and it does not occupy any place in space, we may mean that thought does not occupy any place in space the same way an atom, a molecule or their combinations do. But we may also say that, considering the fact that the notion of "space" does not mean anything physical, but works as a tool, a transcendental and auxiliary notion, the expression above makes no sense.
But that is when we arrive at mind-body dualism. Though R. Descartes' dualism is just a special case of the idea of multiple independent worlds, unlimitable (=unreducible) to a single one. Or though Wittgenstein's idea of multiple language-games is approximately the same. Or so is the idea of Toynbee and Spengler of the multiple independent civilization cultures.
But if we happen to say, "thought does occupy some place in space but not the same way atoms, molecules, cells and tissues of the brain matter do", it may mean that thought and brain matter with its spatial forms share the same nature. It may look as one picture that has another under it, and the second has the third under it etc., all of each sharing the same nature. Transitions from one layer to another are important. Possibly, those are volumes, not layers. It is also possible that these volumes are dynamic, not static. It is also possible that in reality the situation is many times more complicated than the picture example.
Are logic and terminology of the microworld of any use?
A famous Western science writer Paul Davis in his book titled "Superforce" mentions that physicists had to reject the idea of an electron as of an absolutely hard ball, and the electron became regarded as a point having no structure or dimensions (Davis, P. Superforce. Moscow, 1989. P. 119) .
Similarly, we may say (and it should not confuse us) that consciousness is also something having no structure or dimensions. Physicists and chemists have different idea of what an electron is. They describe its features and characteristics.
They know its charge. They know lots of things we do not mention here. But all these describe something which has no structure or dimensions.
However, no one doubts the existence of the electron, i.e. the existence of something having no structure or dimensions. In the same way, when we speak of consciousness, we may also just speak of something having no structure or dimensions. In other words, why cannot we apply terms and logic of the microworld, not only to the macroworld, but to the description of consciousness? At least, it would mean that pointing out two independent substances, the continuous and the non-continuous, the physical and the thinking ones (R. Descartes) makes no sense anymore.
Time
Speaking of space, we should also mention the notion of time, applying the style and logic of thinking the reader should have noticed above. The most popular hypothesis of modern cosmology claims that the first event in our Universe was the so-called Big Bang. That it was when the Universe was born. It gave start to space (=the material the Universe is made of acquired the form and qualities we describe with the notion of "space") and processes, which means that it was beginning of time, the Universe time… and relative time. Ключевые слова: понятие, смысл, материальное, идеальное, мысль, сознание, чувственное, ра-циональное, ощущение, пространство, время, И.Кант, Л.Витгенштейн. 
